
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1.0. 

 

1.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2. D6 dice are used. 

1.3. RATIONALE. The units in the game generally represent a single division. A 

division’s combat strength is determined by a formula that takes into account 

 



the number of men, divisional artillery, training level, extra cuirasses, 

weaponry and so forth. For ‘Waterloo Quelle Affair’ (WQA) small divisions have 

been joined into single units and larger units rationalised, and this system 

should be used in developing ‘Scratch Games’ (SG). 

 

2.0. SETTING UP A GAME OF WQA 

 

2.1. For WQA the players set up the units as shown in the set-up sheets 

provided. Prussian units are left off the table. Alternatively, play ‘The Night 

Before’ mini-game (see 13.0) to decide the initial set up. For SG (see 14.0) an 

‘Army list’ of units and commanders will need to be drawn up. 

2.2. In WQA the allied player removes the Prussian commander and stratagem 

cards and places them aside, next to the Prussian units. 

2.3. Each player shuffles his ‘stratagem cards’ and places them face-down next 

to the board to form his own ‘stratagem deck’. 

2.4. Each player takes the top card of his stratagem deck and shuffles it 

together with his ‘commander cards’. He then places the cards face-down next 

to the board, forming his own ‘commander deck’. 

2.5. Each player takes the ‘General Attack’ counter and places it in front of him 

next to the board, with the ‘preparing’ side face up. 

2.6. Each player takes the top three cards from his ‘commander deck’. 

2.7. Both players thus begin with a full hand of three cards and a ‘General 

Attack – preparing’ counter. 

 

2.8. START OF PLAY INCREASED HISTORICAL ACCURACY (OPTIONAL). Players 

can agree that the French player starts WQA with the ‘Artillery Barrage’ 

stratagem cards as one of his three cards, and the British player with the ‘Hold 

The Line!’ stratagem card in his hand. No other stratagem cards are shuffled 

into the commander deck for the first turn. 

 

3.0. THE TURN 

 

3.1. The game is played in alternating turns. During each turn the players 

follow the sequence below:- 

a) Move the turn track onwards (and roll for Prussian arrival if instructed so) 

b) Prepare for the turn 

c) Roll for initiative 

d) Player A’s round 

e) Player B’s round 

f) Continue alternating d) and e) until both players have ended their turn 



g) Check if ‘victory conditions’ (VC) have been fulfilled and clear any ‘fired’ 

counters 

 

3.1.1. Move The Turn Track 

Each turn represents roughly an hour of real time. The turn counter is moved 

forward by one step. The turn track will either have no special instructions, or 

will show the need for a dice roll (in WQA for Prussians reinforcements or to 

determine nightfall). In WQA the last check is done at the start of turn 11. The 

Allied player rolls a die – on a 4+ turn 11 is played and then the game ends – on 

any other score the game ends immediately. After these instructions are 

carried out VC are checked one final time. 

 

3.1.2. Prepare For the Turn. 

Initial hands of cards are formed as explained in 2.0. 

a) Each player takes their top stratagem card, mixes it with their remaining 

commander cards, then shuffles them to prepare their commander deck for 

the turn. 

b) each player takes the top three cards from his commander deck to form his 

initial hand of three cards 

c) Each player flips his General Attack counter back to the ‘preparing’ side. 

 

3.1.3. Roll For Initiative 

Each player rolls a D6. The highest scoring player wins initiative for that turn. 

They can decide who will ‘go first’ that turn as ‘Player A’, and who will be 

‘Player B’. 

 

3.1.4. Player A’s Round 

Player A must do at least one of the following: 

a) play a card out of his hand 

b) play his General Attack Counter 

c) replenish his hand back up to three, drawing from the commander deck 

d) end their turn 

 

3.1.5. Player B’s Round 

Player B must do at least one of the following: 

a) play a card out of his hand 

b) play his General Attack Counter 

c) replenish his hand back up to three, drawing from the commander deck 

d) end their turn 

 



3.1.6. Continue Turn 

Continue alternating 3.1.4. and 3.1.5. until both players have ended their turn. 

Players can end their turn whenever wished. This allows them to retain some 

cards in their hand. Once options a-c have all been used, however, they must 

end their turn. N.B. In WQA, until the Prussians arrive, the Allied player will 

always end his turn first because he will finish his cards before the French. This 

gives the French players several rounds in a row as he will have extra cards to 

play (an advantage to maximise before the Prussians arrive…) 

 

3.1.7. Check Victory Conditions (VC) 

Check VC and remove any ‘fired’ counters from artillery marking them as ready 

for next turn. Assuming neither side has achieved its VC (as explained in 

section see 11.0.), move on back to 3.1.1. 

 

4.0. PLAYING A CARD 

 

4.1. When a player plays a card, of either type, out of his hand, he shows it to 

his opponent and then executes the action described. Some cards give a choice 

of two actions, so the action chosen needs to be clearly declared. Normally 

commander cards enable you to place the relevant commander counter on any 

hex on the board, thence activate units in the chosen hex and in all six adjacent 

hexes, and then move them. Often the commander will only be able to activate 

units that belong to his corps, so Corps are best kept compact and together. An 

important difference between the two types of cards in a hand is that 

‘commander cards’ are recycled at the end of each turn and will be available 

again next turn. Stratagem tasks can only be used once per game and are 

discarded once used. 

 

4.2. RAPID MANOEUVRE. A number of Stratagem cards, labelled as ‘rapid 

manoeuvre’, can additionally be played for free before the player plays a 

normal stratagem or commander card. They can also be played before the 

player plays his General Attack counter, rather than playing another card from 

his hand. 

 

4.3. REDUNDANT COMMANDERS. Sometimes a commander becomes 

‘redundant’, as he has no surviving units under his command. E.G. Hill has only 

two units left in his corps, so he might soon find himself without any men to 

command. When you realise a card in your hand is ‘useless’, simply set aside 

that card for the rest of the game and immediately draw another from the 

commander deck. This is a ‘free action’ and the turn continues as normal. 



5.0. PLAYING A GENERAL ATTACK 

 

5.1. When a player plays his General Attack card all of his units that are 

engaged with the enemy can attack any enemy units they are engaged with (as 

described in section 8.0.). Time this well! It can be used each turn. 

 

6.0. ENDING YOUR TURN 

 

6.1. If players wish they can declare they are ending their turn. This means 

they’re not going to play any further cards, and will simply wait for their 

opponent to end his turn as well. Be careful, as once you end your turn you 

cannot then change your mind. Ending your turn might be useful to save a 

stratagem card for a later turn. Any used stratagem cards are shuffled back 

into the commander deck for the following turn. 

 

7.0. ACTIVATING AND MOVING UNITS 

 

7.1. When a unit is ‘activated’ it can move. If you are activating a large number 

of units it might be convenient to rotate them 90° anticlockwise, so the little 

mark on their left edge is facing you. Then you can proceed to with each unit in 

turn, without having to remember which activated units you’ve already 

moved. 

 

7.2. Normally, each hex the unit moves into costs 1 movement point. E.G. a 

unit with movement 4 can move up to 4 hexes. 

7.2.1. HOUSE RULES – MOVING. Artillery can move 2 only when Limbered (see 

9.3.) - never when unlimbered when movement is considered to be ‘0’. 

 

7.3. STACKING. No stacking of units is allowed, except (briefly) under 7.5. 

 

7.4. TERRAIN. Two types of terrain affect movement: 

a) Woods. These hexes cost 2 points of movement to enter. So a unit with 

movement 3 can enter one hex of wood and one other hex during its move. 

b) Roads. These hexes cost ½ point of movement if entered from another road 

hex. E.G. a unit with movement 3 can move up to 6 hexes if all of its movement 

is along a road. 

c) HOUSE RULES – see also 8.8.1. for Built Up Areas (BUA) 

 

7.5. FRIENDLY UNITS.  



7.5.1. Friendly units can be freely moved through. The friendly unit must, 

however, end its move over a free hex.  

7.5.2. You’re allowed to end your move over a friendly unit if that unit has also 

been activated and immediately moves away from that hex right after the first 

unit has landed upon it (this allows two units to swap places). 

 

7.6. ENEMY UNITS.  

7.6.1. Enemy units cannot be moved through. In addition, enemy units 

exercise a ‘zone on control’ (ZOC) into all six hexes they’re adjacent too. Units 

can move into a hex that is adjacent to an enemy unit, in which case both units 

are said to be ‘engaged’. This simply means they are in a position to attack 

each other. 

7.6.2. Units can move into or out of enemy ZOC with no penalty. However, if 

they move from a hex that is an enemy ZOC, into another hex that is also an 

enemy ZOC, the opponent must roll a D6 for the moving unit. On a 1-5 the unit 

completes the move without incident (each such movement through a hex 

must be rolled for again). If a 6 is rolled, however, the moving unit is damaged 

(i.e. flipped over – see 8.0.  ‘Combat’) and, if it survives, must stop moving. This 

represents the enemy unit cutting through the skirmishing screen of the 

moving unit and inflicting damage. 

7.6.3. If an enemy ZOC is also occupied by another friendly unit, this negates 

the enemy ZOC, allowing friendly units to move freely across the hex, without 

the roll described above in 7.6.2. This is because the friendly unit(s) are 

allowing their comrades to move safely behind their ‘screening action’. 

7.6.4. When a unit moves from one enemy ZOC to another enemy ZOC, it 

needs to test, regardless of the fact that there are friendly ZOCs in the same 

hex. On the other hand, if there are friendly units in the enemy ZOC moved 

into, then no test is needed, as per 7.6.3. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.0. COMBAT 

 

8.1. GENERAL ATTACK.  

8.1.1. When a player plays the General Attack counter, that player can attack 

with any and all of his units that are engaged with enemy units. A unit can only 

attack once during a General Attack, and can only attack one enemy unit. Units 

are not obliged to attack. 

8.1.2. This means that the player, after playing the General Attack counter, 

must first go through all his engaged units and declare which enemy unit each 

of his unit(s) is going to attack (if any). This is best shown by moving the 

attacking unit slightly across the edge and into the hex occupied by the enemy 

unit they are going to attack. 

8.1.3. Once this is done the player picks any one of the enemy units and 

resolve the combat against it, as described below (8.3.). After applying the 

 



results of the combat the player moves on to the next combat, and resolves it, 

and so on, until all declared combats have been resolved. 

8.1.4. HOUSE RULES – EVASION. Cavalry can evade combat with infantry by 

retreating (see 8.7.). Cavalry is an offensive (or counter offensive) weapon - not 

a defensive one - so when attacked by infantry, and choosing not to evade, 

cavalry suffer -1 strength to their combat dice score, but can retreat afterwards 

(see 8.7.). Light cavalry charged by heavy can likewise evade combat by 

retreating (see 8.7.). 

  

8.2. LOCALISED ATTACKS AND OTHER MINOR ATTACKS.  

8.2.1. When a player plays the ‘Localised Attack’ card, that player can attack 

one enemy unit, with any and all of his units that are engaged with that enemy 

unit.  

8.2.2. Other minor attacks triggered by event cards work on a similar way – 

they allow you to attack either a single, or a small number, of enemy units, as 

described in the cards themselves. 

 

8.3. RESOLVING COMBAT.  

8.3.1. When an enemy unit is attacked by one or more of your units, you roll 

one D6 for each point of ‘combat strength’. E.G. if you have three units 

attacking an enemy unit, and your units have a combat strength of 3, 4 and 5 

respectively, you roll 12 dice (3+4+5). 

8.3.2. The enemy also rolls one D6 per point of combat strength of his unit 

being attacked. 

8.3.3. Each D6 needs a roll of 5 or 6 to ‘hit’. Both players discard all dice that 

score a result of 4 or lower. 

8.3.4. Now the players compare the amount of hits scored. If the number of 

hits is equal the combat is a draw and nothing happens. If one side has scored 

more hits that side ‘wins’ the combat. Each unit on the losing side suffers the 

result determined by the difference in the scores, as described in the chart 

below. The result is the same for all losing units (except where special rules 

apply - see 12.0), and is applied to each losing unit, one at a time, in an order 

chosen by the loser. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8.3.5. HOUSE RULES – LIGHT CAVALRY. Light cavalry were at a disadvantage 

against heavy cavalry. Any light cavalry (Hussars, Lancers etc) fighting heavy 

cavalry (Cuirassiers, Life Guards, Dragoons etc) do so at -1 strength to each D6 

rolled (or a maximum 2 strength - apply the worst situation). 

 

8.4. DAMAGE OR RETREAT.  

8.4.1. The losing unit of a combat can choose to take no damage and retreat 

instead (as described below in 8.7.).  

8.4.2. Alternatively, it can choose to stand its ground and take damage – the 

unit is flipped over to its ‘damaged’ side. If the unit was already damaged it is 

destroyed and removed from the board, so retreat might be a better option. 

 

8.5. DAMAGE AND RETREAT.  

8.5.1. The losing unit takes damage and then, if it still survives, it must retreat 

(as described below in 8.7.). 

 

8.6. DESTROYED.  

8.6.1. The losing unit is destroyed and removed from the board and will count 

as a ‘Victory Point’ (VP) towards VC. See 11.0. 

 

8.7. RETREATING. 

8.7.1. The losing unit must move into an adjacent hex that is free from enemy 

units, engaged friendly units, and enemy ZOC. If there are no such hexes the 

unit is trapped – it cannot retreat and suffers damage instead. 

8.7.2. If there are hexes that are free of enemies and their ZOC, but that 

instead contain a friendly unit, the retreating unit can either choose to stand 

its ground and take damage (just like a trapped unit – see 8.7.1.), or it can 

force its way through the ranks of an unengaged friendly unit. If it chooses to 

do so, it is first moved on top of the friendly unit, and there is a chance both 

will suffer damage. The enemy rolls a D6 for each and on a ‘6’ each unit suffers 

damage. The retreating unit must continue to retreat, making another retreat 

move as described in 8.7.1. without moving back to any of the hexes it’s 

already moved through as part of the retreat. N.B. This can lead to the unit 

moving through several hexes until it finds a safe hex and (potentially) 

damaging a number of friendly units on its way (representing the panic and 

disorder caused by their flight).  

8.7.3. If the retreating unit cannot ‘escape’ it is destroyed – so make sure you 

can retreat to safety or stand ground and take damage. 

 

 



8.8. DEFENSIBLE TERRAIN.  

8.8.1. The WQA game board features three types of terrain that are classed as 

‘defensible terrain’ – fortified areas (i.e. Hougomont), built-up areas (BUA) and 

woods. If an infantry or artillery unit is attacked while occupying a hex of 

defensible terrain, the attacker needs to roll a 6 to score a ‘hit’ rather than the 

normal 5 or 6. N.B. The defensible terrain bonus only applies to the attacker, 

so the defender always rolls a hit on a 5+. In other words, imagine that a unit 

had to come out of their defensive positions in order to attack – they lose their 

defence bonus! 

8.8.2. HOUSE RULES – DEFENSIBLE TERRAIN. Defensible terrain (fortified, 

woods, BUA) are reserved for infantry units only. No artillery or cavalry are 

allowed in these hexes except to move through via a road. Cavalry are not 

allowed to attack these defensible terrain hexes, so there can be no ‘combined 

arms Attacks’ (see 8.9.) upon defensible terrain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.9. COMBINED ARMS. In Napoleonic warfare, it was vital for all arms to work 

together. If an enemy unit is being attacked by at least one unit of infantry, 

one of cavalry and one of artillery (including ‘Offensive Barrage’ – see 9.0.), the 

attacker needs to roll a 4, 5 or 6 to ‘hit’, rather than the normal 5 or 6. If both 

‘combined arms’ and ‘defensible terrain’ modifiers apply they cancel each 

other out. 

 

8.10. PRESSING THE ATTACK. If an enemy unit retreats or is destroyed, any 

infantry and cavalry unit on the winning side can freely move into the hex that 

has just been vacated by the enemy, without worrying about enemy ZOC. 

 

 



9.0. ARTILLERY 

 

9.1. BOMBARDMENT.  

9.1.1 Engaged Artillery units fight exactly like  

other units – this represents them firing short- 

range volleys of canister fire. Unengaged  

artillery units, however, have a special long- 

range attack called a ‘bombardment’, which  

they can only execute once per game turn.  

Bombardment attacks have a range of 3  

hexes, and can be fired over all units and  

terrain except for woods, BUA and  

fortifications. If a line drawn from the  

centre of the bombarding artillery’s hex to the  

centre of the target unit’s hex crosses or even  

touches the edge of a hex of terrain, the target  

is hidden, and cannot be bombarded. See  

diagrams. 

9.1.2. Artillery units reduce 1 point of their  

combat strength when bombarding targets  

two hexes away and 2 points of combat  

strength when bombarding targets three  

hexes away, down to a minimum strength of 1.  

The defensible terrain and combined arms  

modifiers apply as normal to all  

bombardments. See diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.2. There are three types of bombardments: 

 



9.2.1. OFFENSIVE BARRAGE. Artillery can fire bombardment in support of an 

attack. If an enemy unit is attacked by other friendly units and is within range 

of bombardment, friendly artillery unit in range can support the attack. This 

not only increases the number of dice rolled by the attacker by the combat 

strength of the firing artillery unit(s) (reduced by range as described above), 

but can also contribute to the ‘combined arms’ modifier. If their own side is 

defeated the artillery suffers no adverse results. Declare which artillery units 

are conducting an offensive barrage when you declare which units are 

attacking and being attacked during an attack, before any dice are rolled.  

 

9.2.2. DEFENSIVE BARRAGE. If in range, artillery can fire bombardment in 

defence of an attacked friendly unit. This increases the number of dice rolled 

by the defender by the combat strength of the firing artillery unit(s) (reduced 

by range as described above). If their own side is defeated the bombarding 

artillery suffer no adverse results. Declare which artillery units are conducting a 

defensive barrage after the opponent has declared which units are attacking 

and being attacked. 

 

9.2.3. TACTICAL BOMBARDMENT. Artillery can fire bombardment during any 

General Attack. Declare which artillery units are conducting a Tactical 

Bombardment when you declare the rest of your attacks, before rolling any 

attack dice. It is possible to combine the bombardment of any number of 

artillery units against a target. The units being bombarded in this manner 

cannot roll any dice in defence, and this makes tactical bombardment 

extremely powerful.  

9.2.3.1. Tactical bombardment can also be used against a single unengaged 

enemy unit when a ‘Localised Attack’ card is played. In this case any 

unengaged artillery unit can fire against the unengaged enemy unit chosen as 

the target of the ‘bombardment only’ Localized Attack. 

 

9.2.4. THE RIDGE (‘WELLINGTON’S REVERSE SLOPE TACTICS’). If all units 

performing a tactical bombardment against a target draw their line of fire 

across the ridge the target (even cavalry) counts as being in defensible terrain. 

See also 12.7. 

 

9.3. ‘FIRED’ COUNTERS. When an artillery unit(s) fires a bombardment (any of 

the three types) it is marked with a ‘Fired’ counter. This simply means that it 

cannot fire another bombardment attack for the rest of the turn. If engaged it 

can fight normally, even with a ‘Fired’ counter added. At the end of the turn all 

‘Fired’ counters are removed. 



9.4. LIMBERED ARTILLERY. Artillery units are normally unlimbered, and have a 

movement of 1. When they are activated, however, the player can choose to 

do so as Limbered – marking them with the appropriate counter. Limbered 

artillery have a Movement value of 2 and a Combat Strength of 0. In addition, 

they do not get the benefits of defensible terrain and cannot attack or 

bombard. Artillery units remain Limbered until they are activated again, when 

the player can choose to move them again as Limbered (counter remains) or 

unlimbered (counter is removed). 

 

10.0. PRUSSIAN REINFORCEMENTS IN WQA. 

 

10.1. From the start of Turn 5 the Allied player  

must roll to see whether the Prussians arrive.  

Each Prussian Corps is rolled for separately, as  

instructed by the chart. So, for example, on  

turn 5 the Prussian Fourth Corps arrives on a  

roll of 5 or 6. If it does not arrive then the  

player rolls again on turn 5, and this time he  

only needs a 3 or more. Finally, if the Corps has  

failed to arrive again, it will arrive automatically on turn 6.  

10.1.1. When 4
th

 Corps arrive, add the Blucher and Bulow Commander cards to 

the Allied commander deck for this round. Also add the Prussian stratagem 

cards to the Allied stratagem deck and shuffle it. When 1
st

 and 2
nd

 Corps arrive 

simply add the relevant commander card(s) to the Allied commander deck. 

 

10.2. When the Allied player plays the Bulow or the Blucher card, choose four 

units of 4
th

 Corps and roll a D6 to determine which of the three points along 

the eastern board edge 4
th

 Corps arrives from. Based in the dice roll, place the 

pile of four unit counters just outside the board, then move the ‘activated’ 

units onto the board (as normal) from any of the three hexes adjacent to the 

entry point rolled. The remaining four units of 4
th

 Corps will enter from the 

same entry point when the next Blucher or Bulow card is played.  

10.2.1. The same procedure is followed when 1
st

 and 2
nd

 Corps arrive, except 

that only their own Corps commander cards can activate their units while 

outside the board, and not the Blucher card (he is assumed to be with 4
th

 Corps 

while outside the board and busy somewhere ‘raising high the black flags’ etc). 

 

10.3. If any Prussian unit cannot enter the board because of other units 

blocking their way in, the player can make them enter from the closest hex 

north or south of their entry point. 

 



10.4. PRUSSIAN ARRIVAL WITH INCREASED HISTORICAL ACCURACY 

(OPTIONAL). If, in WQA, players want to make the game closer to what actually 

happened in the historical battle of Waterloo, they may agree that the Prussian 

Corps arrival time and location are not rolled for. Instead: 

4
th

 Corps arrives automatically on turn 5 and entry point 3-4 

2
nd

 Corps arrives automatically on turn 7 at entry point 1-2 

1
st

 Corps arrives automatically on turn 8 at entry point 5-6 

This makes the game more accurate, but considerably more predictable – it 

was the uncertainty about Prussian arrival that characterised the historical 

battle. 

 

10.5. HOUSE RULE – ‘IT’S AS WE FEARED SIR! GROUCHY’S CUT ACROSS!’ 

(OPTIONAL). If the Prussian player rolls a ‘1’ for arrival, the relevant Corps is 

deemed to be engaged by Marshal Grouchy’s detached French forces – and 

thus won’t make their Waterloo. 

 

11.0. WINNING THE GAME. 

 

11.1. At the end of each turn each player adds up the points of combat 

strength of the enemy units destroyed up to that point – so keep destroyed 

enemy units face-up as ‘trophies’ to form a tally. 

 

11.2. VICTORY CONDITIONS 

a) To win the French must have destroyed 30 ‘victory points’ (VP) of British 

combat strength at the end of any turn before Prussian reinforcements arrive. 

After the Prussians start to arrive this total is increased to 50. 

b) To win the Allies must have destroyed 45 points of French Combat Strength 

at the end of any turn. 

c) If both sides achieve these VC at the end of a turn, the Allies are deemed to 

have won. 

d) If the game ends (‘nightfall’) and no player has reached their VC, the game is 

decided by control of the Brussels road. If there is at least one French unit on it 

and no Allied units, the French win – otherwise it is an Allied win. 

 

11.3.HOUSE RULE – ‘HOLDING GROUND’.  Taking/ holding terrain can count as 

a VP as much as do unit losses. 

Each slope hex (just north of ridge) counts as 1 VP 

La Haie Sainte counts as 4 VPs 

Hougomont counts as 6 VPs 

Papellote counts as 2 VPs 



Three or more hexes of Plancenoit count as 5 VP (for Napoleon, 

Plancenoit was considered as a vital position, beyond which lay his 

baggage and the rear of his army).  

 

12.0. SPECIAL RULES. 

 

12.1. GARRISONS. In WQA, garrison counters represent ‘detachments’ unique 

to the British army. They are infantry units with Movement 0 (so cannot move) 

and Combat Strength 1. If they suffer a Retreat result they are destroyed. Their 

Combat Strength Point counts towards the French player’s tally to win. If a 

friendly unit moves into their hex they are assumed to be subsumed into that 

unit and/or returned to their normal division, and are removed, in which case 

they do not count towards the French VP tally. 

 

12.2. ‘THE GUARD RETREATS!’ (‘LA GARDE RECULE!’). In WQA, the first time in 

the game that a unit belonging the French Guard suffers a retreat result or 

worse, resolve that combat completely, including all retreats, then 

immediately roll a D6 for each French unit on the board (except of the Old 

Guard who do not need to roll). Any unit that rolls a 1 is immediately damaged, 

as many of its soldiers turn tail and flee as panic spreads through the French 

army.  

12.2.1. HOUSE RULES – FRENCH GUARD (OPTIONAL). Amend 12.2. to:- 

As well as being damaged on a 1, each unit thus damaged moves two hexes 

south if an ‘Old Guard’ unit ever retreats. With this variant, French players will 

think about twice before engaging the ‘Old Guard’ – a risky move as Napoleon 

discovered. 

 

12.3. ELITE. Units with thus special rule are marked with the upward arrow 

symbol. When a unit with this rule is defeated in combat it suffers one less hit 

when determining the effects it suffers from the combat. This may effectively 

turn a defeat into a draw. 

 

12.4. FORTIFICATION. In WQA the hex of ‘Hougomont’ is fortified ‘(F)’. It 

counts as ‘defensible terrain’ (DT) – and in addition to other effects occupying 

units suffer one less hit when determining the effects suffered from combat. 

This is cumulative with similar rules (like 12.3. ‘Elite’), and may effectively turn 

a defeat into a draw. 

 



12.5. FRAGILE. Units with thus special rule are marked with the downward 

arrow symbol. When a unit with this rule is defeated in combat it suffers one 

extra hit when determining the effects from a combat. 

 

12.6. HOUSE RULE – ‘FORM SQUARE!’ When attacking infantry in the open, 

cavalry get a +3 bonus strength in combat dice score if the infantry fails an 

immediate ‘Square Test’. To pass the test roll 2D6 and add modifiers – the score 

must be lower than the nationality value to pass. Thee are:- 

British 9 

French 8 

Anglo-Allied; Prussians 7 

Modifiers are:  

Only Light Cavalry units charging them -2 

Directly behind the ridge line -2 

Testing unit is damaged +2 

Supporting artillery is conducting offensive barrage (not possible across  

the ridge) +1 

Ney, Kellerman, Milhaud or Uxbridge activating the charge +1 

N.B. A natural 12 (a 6 and a 6) is a ‘failed test’ whatever the modifiers – and a 

natural 2 (a 1 and a 1) is a ‘passed test’ whatever the modifiers. If the infantry 

pass the test the attacking cavalry lose -1 strength point in the resulting 

combat. 

 

12.7. HOUSE RULES – ‘THE NOBLIST CAVALRY IN EUROPE AND THE WORST 

LED’. British Heavy cavalry must pursue if it destroys its target and also enter 

that hex, then attack again an adjacent enemy hex, but with a -1 to strength (if 

there is no such enemy it moves into an empty hex instead). It may no longer 

‘evade’ (see 7.6.) and if counter-attacked by French cavalry in the same round 

of turns is automatically damaged whatever the result and must retreat; if 

attacked by infantry it must retreat.  

 

12.8. HOUSE RULES – COUNTER-BATTERY FIRE. Bombardment Artillery fire 

against artillery should be considered as firing against DT (i.e. hit on a 6 only). 

 

12.9. HOUSE RULES – THE RIDGE.  

a) No combined arms attacks are possible across the ridge as artillery cannot 

shoot over it (none could historically, because of the terrain and the 

impossibility of seeing anything). Any artillery fire northwards across the ridge 

should therefore be treated as if firing upon DT (hits on a 6 – see also 9.2.4.).  



b) A cavalry or infantry Attack northwards across the ridge should have a -1 

strength for each attacking unit’s dice, as it is considered DT.   

 

13.0. WATERLOO – ‘THE NIGHT BEFORE THE BATTLE’. 

 

13.1. The WQA game begins on the late morning of 18
th

 June 1815, with the 

armies deployed as per historical positions. For added variety players can 

instead choose to engineer initial set-ups by playing the below ‘mini-game’…  

13.1.1. It is the night before the battle – and the armies are slowly making their 

way across thick mud in the heavy rain, jostling for position in preparation for 

the next day’s battle. The French player takes the Corps Commander counters 

and the Scouts counters, and places them face-down next to the southern 

edge of the board. He can look at the hidden side of his counters at any time 

but his opponent cannot. The Allied Commander takes the British Corps 

Commanders and Scouts and does the same at the northern ridge. 

 

13.2. The mini-game is played in turns. Each turn the players do the following: 

1) Roll for initiative 

2) The player with initiative moves one of his counters, face-down, onto 

  the board, from his own board edge. 

3) The other player moves one of his counters onto the board in the  

 same way.  

4) Players then alternate counters until one player runs out of counters  

 for that turn. The other player then finishes his turn if he has more  

 counters. 

5) Begin again starting from 1) 

13.2.1. a) All counters have a Movement value of 2. They follow all the normal 

rules for movement (including stacking). 

b) Entering the board into Mont St Jean and into Rossomme counts ½ point of 

movement only, as it happens along the Brussels Road. 

N.B. After the first turn, players might want to rotate the counters by 90° as 

they move, to help remember which have already moved. At the end of the 

turn, they then return all their counters to the normal position. 

 

13.2.2. SPOTTING.  

a) When a counter is moved to within 5 hexes of an enemy counter, it 

immediately stops moving. Both the moving counter and the enemy (or 

enemies) that are now within 5 hexes are revealed by turning them face-up. 

b) If a revealed counter is a Scout, that counter is removed. If the revealed 

counter is a Corps Commander that counter remains where it is, face-up, and 



can no longer move. The troops are deemed to have made contact with the 

enemy, a few shots have been exchanged in the dark, and the Corps is now 

fixed in place, making camp and getting some rest before tomorrow’s battle. 

c) Once a player has his last counter revealed, the mini-game is over. The 

opponent immediately rotates back to normal any counters that have already 

moved and makes a final move with any unrevealed counters (following the 

same rules as above, 13.2.2.), then reveals them all. 

 

13.3. UNITS SET-UP. At this stage the board shows where all the Corps 

commanders have ended up in their nocturnal wanderings. The players must 

now set-up the units around their commanders, ready for the coming battle. 

N.B. Players will note the key to a faster, dominating, position in the centre of 

the board is The Brussels Road.  

13.3.1. Players next roll for initiative. The initiative holder picks one of his 

Corps and places units of that Corps on the board following these set-up rules: 

    1) The first unit must be placed in the Corps Commander’s hex. 

    2) The next units must be placed in the six hexes adjacent to the Corps 

Commander’s hex, filing the hexes starting from those closest to the player’s 

own board edge (north for British, south for French). Then the hexes east and 

west of the centre, and finally the two hexes nearest the enemy. If the Corps is 

not fully deployed (because it contains more than seven units or because of 

already occupied hexes) proceed to deploy in the next ‘outer ring’ of twelve 

hexes. Once again, start from the hexes as close as possible to the edge of the 

board and make your way to the hexes closer and closer to the enemy. The 

guiding principle is that you have to place the units as close as possible to the 

central hex first, and then as far as possible from the enemy. Hint - try to keep 

Corps Commander’s away from each other to allow for deployment. 

    3) Once this is done, the opponent picks one of his Corps and does the same, 

players alternating until all Corps have been deployed. 

    4) Once all units are in place, remove the Corps Commander counters – and 

prepare your decks for Turn 1. 

 

 


